
Subject: Short decribing problem with a new update for Windows 10 when choose
version called CREATEOR UPDATE
Posted by admin on Sat, 08 Jul 2017 13:17:00 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

This post I writed at date 08-07-2017  .
What is version CREATOR UPDATE .
1. This is a version not quite extensive  tested , but Microsoft give this version to user , to be they
as free beta testers .
2. I will never be fooled by such a trick  . I prefer the older version but is sure.
3. At this day version CREATOR UPDATE is v 1703. 
4. Besides, Microsoft does not recommend you manually install this  version CREATOR UPDATE,
because this version may not be suitable for your computer
5. I recomend you to  look to this link
 https://    www.theregister.co.uk/2017/04/26/stop_downloading_win10_crea tors_update/
6. From my side I recomend to never install version with word CREATOR UPDATE  because It
can cause many subsequent troubles
7. My considerations do not relate to the example update to version 1703 but without the word
CREATOR UPDATE.
  As Microsoft say on my computer there will available soon.
   ------------------------------------------------------------ ----
What problem can occurs when install for example version   CREATOR UPDATE  v 1703 .
Many program what is cooperating with www pages on internet , not only my programs , uses
components from language 
like TwebBrowser or TEmbbedeWebBrowser, which uses Internet Explorer 11  in Windows 10. 
In Windows 10 Internet Explorer 11 may be not listed in the menu programs or on the desktop .
To find it you must 
use icon magnifier on the task bar .
Beside Microsoft from Internet Explorer 11 deleted HTML5 standard , and forces own standard , 
what never was become real standard. For this reason in my program DXCC_XLM_LIST I must
do quite own  browser 
Browser_chrome.exe based on the Chrome component . This because page on CLUBLOG is
required HTML5 .
----------------------------------------------
In a what my programs can occurs problems .
- BUREAU-ALL_QRZ_COM.exe cooperating with four QRZ servers . 
- HAM-SECRETARY.exe when download addreses for direct from QRZ servers .
- AWARD_SECRETARY.exe when download data for polish station for polish awards .

Solve for this programs  is decriber in the next post .

This problems can occurs not only on my programs  , but also program from others authors , what
cooperating
with www pages and use standard components .

Final conclusion:
Never install new update for Windows 10 , when it in the name contain word CREATOR UPDATE
.
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                       Best regards to all Vy 73 de Jerzy SP9AUV
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